When a person’s heart or breathing stops and the cause is reversible, immediate cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) offers a chance of life. However, when a person is dying—for example, from organ failure, frailty, or advanced cancer—and his or her heart stops as a final part of a dying process, CPR will not prevent death and may do harm.

“Do not attempt CPR” (DNACPR) decisions were first documented in the 1970s, to try to protect people from receiving CPR that they did not want, that would not work, or would not give them overall benefit. This approach of making CPR decisions separately from decisions about other treatments has been challenging for clinicians and patients and has caused problems.1-4 Despite national guidance in the UK (see “Further educational resources” box), misunderstandings, poor communication, and inconsistent DNACPR documentation persist.4 Exploring and achieving a shared understanding among patient, family, and healthcare team of realistic and individualised care preferences may sometimes be done badly or not even attempted.

Here we draw on evidence (box 1), collated for a broader project, to outline how clinicians might plan with their patients. We offer suggestions on how clinicians and their patients might better think ahead, consider, discuss and record patient-centred recommendations, not only about CPR but also other elements of emergency care and treatment. In a linked article Fritz et al explain why a change in practice and culture, timing and context of these conversations is needed.7

Who may benefit from having a plan for a possible future emergency?

Consider offering this to people with complex health needs, life limiting conditions, or illnesses that predispose to sudden deterioration or cardiorespiratory arrest (box 2). Ask yourself whether a person is likely to have a deterioration for which recommendations agreed in advance could help immediate decision making.

Think about the situations in which others may have to make immediate decisions about care and treatment for that person in their individual circumstances. These will vary substantially between individuals and might include a sudden acute illness (such as heart attack, stroke, sepsis), deterioration in a long term condition (such as advanced kidney failure, heart failure, lung disease, frailty), or sudden cardiac or respiratory arrest.

Other people may ask to make a plan because they want to record their preferences in case of an unforeseen future emergency.

If people have the capacity for relevant decisions, consult them about current and anticipatory treatment decisions—in the UK this is a legal requirement. If they lack capacity, consult those close to them, where practicable and appropriate (see box 3). If family or other carers cannot be consulted immediately, make and document any necessary urgent decisions, ideally agreed with other team members, along with a clear plan to consult as soon as possible.
In the UK, the exception to this is if someone has been appointed as legal proxy with powers to make decisions about life sustaining treatment: that person’s decisions must be viewed as binding, as long as they clearly serve the patient’s best interests.

**What is the difference between an emergency care plan and an advance or anticipatory care plan?**

Emergency care plans provide concise, relevant, rapidly accessible clinical recommendations for use in an emergency. Advance or anticipatory care plans are more detailed, often completed by the patient, and may focus specifically on end-of-life care. The two plans are complementary; they may be developed together, or completion of one may prompt consideration of the other. If your patient has or is making an advance care plan, suggest also developing an emergency plan. If you are developing an emergency plan during an acute illness, consider whether a more detailed advance or anticipatory care plan is needed or wanted at that time, or may be needed or wanted later.

**How to have a better conversation**

**Consider timing**

Qualitative studies suggest that conversations are best initiated when people are relatively well with time to discuss treatment options and consider their preferences before a crisis occurs. Ideally, discussion will involve a health professional who knows the person well. For many, the community healthcare team will be best-placed to initiate a conversation about an emergency care plan. In some instances, further conversations or liaison with other professionals such as hospital specialists or palliative care teams may be needed. Give people ample opportunity for discussion.

**Frame a conversation**

Explain to the patient that the aim is to produce recommendations which can guide immediate decision making in a future emergency in which the person does not have the ability or capacity to make or express choices. A succinct emergency care plan can provide rapidly accessible information about a person’s condition, preferences, and agreed recommendations for care. This helps professionals faced with an emergency to make immediate decisions and deliver appropriate, desired care to a person who has lost capacity to make or express choices. Avoid jargon. Don’t assume that...
The points below may help clinicians to progress a conversation.

When you come to discussing CPR:

- Avoid overemphasising brutality: one relative said that several doctors told her CPR would involve “jumping up and down on the ribs, maybe causing fractures … giving electric shocks … putting needles in.” She said it was “as if this is what they had all been taught to say.”
- Quoting average survival rates can be misleading. The chance of survival from cardiorespiratory arrest ranges from zero to almost 100%, according to each person’s individual condition and the circumstances of the event. Discussion should focus on the person’s own chance of survival, given his or her clinical condition. Clinicians advising a person admitted to hospital may consider using a score to predict the chance of neurologically intact survival11 if this outcome matches that person’s values. Remember that people often have unrealistic expectations, in part due to television portrayals of CPR.12

The points below may help clinicians to progress a conversation. Start by discussing the person’s understanding of his or her condition and circumstances, and correcting any misunderstandings or unrealistic expectations.

Explain that people have different views about types of treatment that they would want if they were suddenly ill and could not make choices. Establishing people’s views and making recommendations in advance can help to ensure that they get the best treatment.13

Explore what aims of treatment are important to them in their situation:

- Some people want to consider all treatments to try to sustain life
- For others comfort is the priority
- Many will want a balance between these—the type of scale shown in the infographic can sometimes facilitate this part of the conversation.

Explore what is important to them for the future. For example, this may be independent mobility, communicating with friends and family, the ability to read or ability to listen to music, being cared for at home.

Discuss any realistic treatments that could help achieve their aims and decide together what recommendations to record. These might refer both to treatments that they would like to be considered for and those that they would not want.

Discuss CPR in the context of prognosis, goals of care, and other treatment choices.14
- If there is a realistic possibility that CPR would restart their heart and breathing, explain its chances of restoring a length and quality of life that they would want, and record the resulting agreed recommendation.
- If there is no realistic likelihood that CPR will work, because the person dying from an advanced and irreversible condition,14 explain this sensitively unless to do so would cause harm.
- If a person with a life limiting condition wants to die at home, document this and, after explaining the need for it, record a recommendation not to attempt CPR. If relevant, discuss and record circumstances (if any) in which the person would want to be taken to hospital.

Recording preferences and recommendations

Having identified goals of care and the patient’s preferences, decide together what clinical recommendations to record. Ensure that you record recommendations in clear, unambiguous language that will be understood easily by those needing to read them in an emergency—such as an ambulance clinician, nurse, or out-of-hours doctor who may not have met the person before.

In the UK an emergency care plan is not an “order” and is not legally binding; this may not be the case in some other countries. Nevertheless, a clinician responding to an emergency will need to be able to justify overruling previously agreed and documented recommendations. Box 4 gives suggestions on when to review recommendations.

ReSPECT is a new emergency care plan developed in the UK to support conversations and record recommendations arising from discussion between clinician and patient or those close to the patient. Box 5 lists three hypothetical scenarios for recording of emergency care plans, and the data supplements show the completed ReSPECT forms. Such a summary plan should remain with the patient. Further information about the ReSPECT process can be accessed at www.respectprocess.org.uk.

Children and young people

The same principles can be used for people of all ages (see box 6).

Specific challenges

Communication—People welcome these conversations, but they can be delicate, requiring acknowledgment of mortality. Members of the public have emphasised that specific training is important to support clinicians in developing the necessary skills; they would welcome mandatory sessions, perhaps alongside CPR training. Interviews with elderly patients suggest that it can be helpful to discuss desired outcomes rather than focusing on specific treatments.16

Avoiding discrimination—Advanced age or a disability on their own are not appropriate reasons for recommending withholding potentially life sustaining treatment.17 Discrimination may occur also if a person is subjected to CPR with no realistic chance of benefit, simply because they are younger or because of an assumption that they would want this.
**Box 4: When should documentation be reviewed?**

- If the person or close family or friends request this
- If the person’s condition changes
- If the person moves from one care setting to another (including in-hospital transfer, such as to or from intensive care)

Frequency of review should be planned according to each person’s individual situation (frequent review for an acute illness but not usually for an advanced, irreversible, and terminal illness). A fixed review or expiry interval risks encouraging insufficiently frequent review for some people, and inadvertent expiry (leading to disregard of the recommendations) for some whose recommendations needed no review.

**Box 5: Patient stories**

**Patient story 1**

A 92-year-old lady is physically and mentally well and independent. She develops pneumonia and is admitted to hospital. ReSPECT is discussed with her. She is clear that while she would like to continue living, she would only want to do so if she can remain independent. She does not want to “end up in a home” or be unable to do things for herself. She says explicitly “I don’t want a lingering death; when my time has come, it’s come.”

The doctor emphasises that that they hope that treatment with antibiotics will clear her infection, but that “An infection like this is always a bit of a risk for someone of your age.” It’s possible that she could get worse before the antibiotics start to take effect. He discusses the possible option, if she gets worse and is struggling badly with her breathing, to move her to the intensive care unit (ICU) for treatments such as high-flow oxygen or possibly to consider “using a machine to help her lungs for a bit.”

After further explanation of what would be involved, she decides that she would be willing to go to ICU for treatment but would not want “invasive” ventilation. She and the doctor agree that if she became worse and it became apparent that she was not going to recover, or that she would end up in a very dependent state, they could stop trying to cure her infection and concentrate on treatments to make sure that she was comfortable. The doctor explains also that, if she got worse and died, her heart and breathing would stop as part of the natural process of dying, and trying to save her again wouldn’t prevent her death. She is quick to say that she “certainly wouldn’t want to be resuscitated” if this happened. The ReSPECT form is completed (see supplementary ReSPECT form 1 at www.bmj.com/content/bmj/356/bmj.j876/related#datasupp). Some drugs, including an opiate, are left in the house as a “just in case” pack.

In the event, she improves with antibiotic treatment and chest physiotherapy and is discharged home after 5 days. On discharge, the conversations about ReSPECT are revisited, and her preferences are unchanged. The agreed clinical recommendations are therefore communicated to her GP and she is offered the ReSPECT form to keep with her, so that it will be available immediately if she has a further sudden health problem.

**Patient story 2**

A 51-year-old woman has advanced, metastatic pancreatic cancer. She understands that she is not expected to live for more than about 6 months. Palliative chemotherapy was complicated by a severe urinary tract infection, treated in hospital, and she decided that she did not want any more chemotherapy. After this, she told her GP also that she didn’t want to go back into hospital “unless it was absolutely necessary.”

The GP asks what she means; would she want to go back if she had another severe infection and might die from it?

“No”, she says. She would want to have treatment at home and, whilst she was willing to be given antibiotics at home for another infection, she would want the main focus of her treatment to be on ensuring her comfort, not trying to prolong her life for perhaps a few weeks or a few months. ReSPECT is discussed with her on several days, and a form completed (see supplementary ReSPECT form 2 at www.bmj.com/content/bmj/356/bmj.j876/related#datasupp). Some drugs, including an opiate, are left in the house as a “just in case” pack.

Two weeks later she develops breathlessness and pain, and becomes confused. Her family call 999; an ambulance first-responder arrives, asks if she has a ReSPECT form and is shown it. As there was a clear plan for her to be treated at home, he does not call for an ambulance, and helps the family to contact her palliative care nurse, so that she can receive her “just in case” treatment without delay, together with ongoing care and support for her and her family.

**Patient story 3**

A 48-year-old man with cerebral palsy and epilepsy has recurrent admissions for aspiration pneumonia, sometimes requiring admission to the intensive care unit (ICU); sometimes these admissions have been brief; sometimes it has been difficult to wean him off the ventilator.

His GP has a ReSPECT conversation with him about what is important to him; it is clear that he enjoys life, and although he has found the long recovery periods following ICU admissions arduous, he would do it again. A ReSPECT form is completed, recording an agreed recommendation for full, active treatment in the event of further pneumonia. A ReSPECT form is completed, recording an agreed recommendation for full, active treatment in the event of further pneumonia (see ReSPECT form 3 at www.bmj.com/content/bmj/356/bmj.j876/related#datasupp); details are communicated to the local hospital.

When he has a prolonged seizure a few months later, the paramedics follow the recommendations on his ReSPECT form and take him to the emergency department, telephoning his emergency contacts from the ambulance. The emergency physicians read the ReSPECT form, and consider that she is not going to recover, or that she would end up in a very dependent state, and that they should stop trying to cure her infection and concentrate on treatments to make sure that she was comfortable.

**Box 6: Emergency care plans for infants, children, and young people**

- Some clinicians may be unfamiliar with complex, potentially life limiting conditions that can affect infants, children, or young people. In such situations an emergency care plan can provide:
  - A clear, succinct record of the person’s preferences and agreed recommendations for his or her care in an emergency
  - A familiar format that is complementary to more comprehensive documents such as the Child & Young Person’s Advance Care Plan (cypacp.nhs.uk)
- A plan with the format used for adults may help to provide continuity when a young person transfers from paediatric to adult care
- Preferences will commonly be captured from several people, usually focused through discussions with those holding parental responsibility
- Whenever possible, children and young people should be consulted and their views included in recorded preferences
- Children and young people who are competent to make choices about their emergency care should be given the chance to lead these discussions

Adopting a patient’s perspective—When discussing life-sustaining treatments and their chance of success, define success from the person’s perspective, not in terms of what you (or those close to the patient) might consider an acceptable duration of survival or quality of life. Help people to express realistic preferences for their future care and treatment in a...
future emergency and to understand that these cannot be used to demand specific treatments.

**Uncertainty**—Many clinical situations involve some uncertainty. Where this exists, be open and honest. Patients and those close to them need support to cope with uncertainty. If you do not feel competent to do this, seek help from a colleague who does. Explore training opportunities to improve your skills and confidence for future occasions.

**Resolving disagreement**—Provide further explanation (involving experienced colleagues if necessary) to try to achieve shared understanding of the basis for proposed recommendation(s) and agree a shared decision. If disagreement persists, offer and arrange a second opinion before recording any recommendations. Record only agreed recommendations on an emergency care plan. Document details of all discussions in the person’s health record, including details of any disagreement. Where there is persistent disagreement over critical elements of care or treatment, legal advice may be needed.
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**Education into practice**

- Are you familiar with your organisation’s policy on decisions about CPR?
- What training for important conversations about CPR and other treatment decisions does your organisation provide to its staff?

**Further educational resources**


**How patients were involved in the creation of this article**

One of the authors, MW, is one of four patient/public representatives on the consensus group that developed the ReSPECT process and the recommendations expressed in this article. She was involved in planning the article, review of drafts, and approval of the manuscript.

The development of ReSPECT included both a public consultation and discussion in patient focus groups.

Another member of the public with relevant personal experience, who preferred to remain anonymous, emphasised the importance of specific training for clinicians, reviewed the manuscript, and made further suggestions.

Another patient representative reminded us that all members of the consensus group are themselves potential patients and may have family members or friends likely to benefit from emergency care planning.